
Hail, could you briefly introduce EMANES METAL Records
to the readers ? How did you create the label and why did you
decide to be involved in the productions of albums ? 
Hail Eric and thank you so much for your interest in
EMANES METAL Records (EMR). EMR is an under-
ground METAL label created officially by Nath and me
on 6.6.6 but since very long time in my mind. I’m (just)
a Heavy Metal fan (sorry mum) since ‘78 and I wanted
to do something for Metal. It could have been radio
show (did a little in 85/86), a zine or a band but for me
the best way is a record label as I’m fascinated by them
since beginning of independent labels. 

Could you speak a bit about your musical background ?
When and how did you discover Metal ?
What were the first bands you
enjoyed and your first
gigs ? Have you
ever been involved
in a band before ? 
Laurent : Thanks to
my cousins, they were

older than me and in the late
seventies they listened to Hard Rock bands like
AC/DC, Ramones, Status Quo, Nazareth and also rock
bands like Pink Floyd etc. So every time I went to their
house, I discovered some new stuffs and new bands and
the first one that totally blown me away was AC/DC : I
became totally addicted by AC/DC with the LP live “If
You Want Blood” (‘78). It was during ‘78/’79 and since
these days my love for this music never stops : I move a
lot more into Hard Rock (“Highway to Hell”, “Back in
Black” etc.), and then some “new” bands like Trust, then
Saxon, Iron Maiden, Kiss, Angelcity, Rose Tatoo etc…
classic stuff. Then came ‘83 and for me it was the first
gigs (Stocks ‘83, Marble Artch ‘83 at Lille Area) and ‘83
was also the beginning of something really big ;
Extreme Metal with “Kill’Em All”, “Heavy Metal
Maniac”, “Fistful Of Metal” and “Show No Mercy”. The
same year Enfer Magazine… a really important year
:1983!!!
Nath : I discovered Metal in ‘93 when I meet Laurent.
The first band was Metallica with their “Black Album”
and then Anthrax… My first gig was Dynamo Festival
‘93 with Mercyful Fate (reunion show), Anthrax,
Trouble, Annihilator, Gorefest…. Laurent and me have
never been involved in a band.

EMANES METAL RECORDS policy is split in two parts : in
one hand you reprint old school stuffs (Thrustor, Excalibur)
and in the other you sign new combos such as Resistance, The
Bottle Doom Lazy Band. So how do you choose how many new
releases from “old re-releases” will be printed
through your 
label ? 
Nothing’s planed.
We don’t think
of 50% old
and 50%
new for
exam-
ple….
We let
the things
roll and
some-
times it
clicked.
We have

to really love the music. For example, we know Lord for
a long time, so for them it was quite natural. Excalibur is
a dream come true for me cause I loved the “Fils
Vengeur” demo since ‘84 and for The Bottle Doom Lazy
Band, Nath discovered them on myspace and since the
first listen, she loved the music and especially the
voice…. So you see, it’s like it came, we have a different
story for every band I guess.

You don’t have any web site for the label, there’s only a
myspace page. As I’m far from being friend with myspace and

all this anti Metal shit, why don’t you
create your own web site instead of
depending of myspace ? 
Ah, Ah, at first you have to know
that we are not computer
genius…so myspace is really

easier for us. Secondly, perhaps one
day or another, we’ll have a website. (We have

some talks right now with ToS from TBDLB who will
do that for us). Third : we don’t think MySpace as
AntiMetalShit cause you can find really cool bands and
people on it, it’s what we really thinking about this
MySpace thing. But you have to be really selective and
drop all this not Metal shit from your “Friends”. We only
deal with the real ones. 

I guess that when creating EMANES METAL Records you
wanted to give a “die hard” image to your label respecting
bands and Heavy Metal music. But what are the labels that
influenced you for your own activity ? And is there any plan
to create “die hard” editions as Nuclear War Now! Prod  do ? 
Yes, it’s important for us to be known as a “Die Hard”
Metal label, you know. At first you can see that by the
choice of our logo and after, I hope, by the kind of bands
we have on the label : different Metal styles but always
in the real Metal thing : it can be
Thrash/Black/Doom/Heavy/Death but always the real
things, it’s difficult for me to explain really what are my
feelings about that but I guess the Metalheads can under-
stand what I mean. Lots of label influenced us but the
must important is Brian Slagel’s Metal Blade (specially
in the 80’s). The greatest label on earth by their bands,
their Metal Massacre series, etc... (not as true now but
still respectable). We don’t think about “Die Hard” edi-
tion for now, but who knows (patches, or stuff like that).
For example we’ll never do, let’s say first 100 copies of
an LP in a colour and 400 in black, it’s no good for me.
Now we always include a poster in our vinyl releases

The label is run by a male and a female and you live together.
Thence, according to you what is the interest in getting two
different sex in the label ? I mean that male and female have

different way of dealing music,
choosing the bands to

sign and sometimes
different tastes in
Metal….
Laurent : Yes, we
don’t always
thinking the same
about bands. It’s
great, we can
argue a lot, some-
times it’s really
difficult but not
really for choos-
ing bands but
more the way to
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run the label, decisions about the best way to do it etc...
Nath : Globally we have the same taste in music and the same views
about running the label but sometimes there are some minus clash that
for now we have always resolved quite easily, cause I’m always right.
Ahahah…

What’s your dream with EMANES METAL Records ? Do you think that you
could live from your label in future ? 
My dream with EMANES METAL Records : only one : TO BE SEEN
AND RESPECTED by real Metalheads (real bands, real people in the
scene) as being a label that put out great
music by great bands. For others, I don’t
care. No way, I don’t want to live from the
label : that’s impossible without compro-
mise yourself. This is not a job, this is a
passion only, we already have a job (this job
gave us the opportunity to do what we do
!!)

What is the “typical” EMANES METAL
RECORDS deal when you sign a new combo ?
Do you offer the same deal for every band ? 
We try to offer all bands the same deal. But
it’s not always possible because for example
some bands don’t gig that much (i.e. Excalibur) or
don’t have any connections in the scene
(i.e.Excalibur). The typical deal is : we give the
bands a bunch of LP’s or CD’s, they can sell at
gig’s. It’s the best way for us and for the bands,
we think, cause we don’t have to pay some
money to the bands (we have already paid a lot
for the pressing). Sometimes we had sort of
contract (recently with Thrustor) to pay royal-
ties based on selling, because the band wanted
that. Or just a contract (sort of) who states
that we will give the bands “X” copies but
most of the time it’s just an oral thing (we’d
like to think it’s enough but sometimes we can have
some surprises without a contract !). For now, we got only ONE
problem with ONE member of a band who think we are making money
from his band !

Why did you re-release Lord “Hell’s Fucking Metal” ? Are you involved in
this combo ? 
First : We are very close to the band, Charon, the singer bassist, has
been my best friend since ‘83 : our best Metal memories (records, gigs,
etc..) are the same ! He is my Metal brother. Secondly : We are
(Nath&Me) fans of their music since day-one (even previous work with
Sepulcral -Death-Metal - one demo only). Third : They deserved to be
released on vinyl : now Lord are totally an EMANES METAL Records
band for their future releases. You can expect a real evil Thrash storm
in your face with the next “Helish Forces Attack” with tracks like “The
Final Prayer”, “Witchery” or “Hymn Of The Conqueror”. A 2009
release.

How did you hook up with Thrustor and the re-release of “Night Of Fire” ? Is
there any chance that the band will release a new album and why not includ-
ing John Cyriis in the line up ? 
It’s the band who contacted us. I don’t know how the hell they have
ever heard of us ! I didn’t know Thrustor before. But as soon as I
heard the word “Sceptre”, my ears were wide open to hear their stuff
they send us : it was awesome Metal the way I like : speed, U.S., tech-
nical, great melodies. They want to release a new album for sure, they
already have some tracks ready but I don’t think it’s possible with John
Cyriis cause they had lots of problems in the past. 

Let’s keep on Thrustor’s topic, the band is born from Scepter’s ashes. In the
early 80’s Scepter featured in Metal Massacre volume IV with an awesome
tune “Taken By Force” (that will later feature on Agent Steel’s material). How

do you see the Metal Massacre compilations as most of them had milestones
combos in ? 
Your get the point here Eric ! For me the Metal Massacre series are the
best of the entire Metal genre ! In every volume : from 1 to 8, there
are future great ones ! And even the bands that not make it commer-
cially speaking are sometimes excellent (Sceptre, Have Mercy…). For
me Brian Slagel’s Metal Blade’s Metal Massacre is a great influence. I
bought most of them at the time and discovered all these great bands
was for me a real pleasure (Trouble, Abattoir, Cirith Ungol, Armored
Saint, Medieval…). I have to say that when I first listened to vol.4 (one

of the best !) I was totally fan of the
track “Taken By Force” by Sceptre, awe-
some no ? That the band all these years
later ask us to re release their album.

We can see that you give a large room to
French combos through your label, then are
there new French combos that will be signed ?
How do you see the actual French Metal
scene and were you fan of the 80’s Hard
Rock French scene and stuffs such as Satan
Jokers, Sortilege, Attentat Rock,  Face TO
Face, ADX, Vulcain and so on ? 
Yes of course ! We hope so at least.

We’d like to help as much as we can French Metal
bands that we think deserve it by their music

(and attitude). We are not focusing on
French Metal only but we think we have

to look first to what we have here : there
is lots of good to great French Metal

bands in Heavy Metal, Thrash, Doom,
Death and Black, i.e. Hurlement, Hachoir,

Hemoragy, Klootzak, Aywarn. We want to
be positive, more of the bands suck for us :

most of them include something from core,
Neo trend shit with electro touches or jump

style with baggy trousers and rap vocals. Fuck
This Shit = This Is Not Metal. But there is some

hope here as the aforementioned bands are rela-
tively new in the scene.

80’s Hard Rock and Heavy Metal was a really
exciting thing between 1983 to 1986 : I was (and still now) totally
blown away by : H-Bomb, Sortilege, High Power, Blapheme, Adx,
Killers, Vulcain, Attenat Rock and more known (Trust) and less known
(Excalibur, Voodoo Child, Highland Queen…).

Let’s keep on this topic : do you think that new French combos are
enough original ? I mean that most of the French combos only sell in
France and aren’t very popular abroad as they offer nothing less than
copy of the trend, as for instance many of them are nothing less than
3rd range of Vader’s like stuff …
Perhaps sometimes it’s true but there are bands like Bloody Sign that
really deserve more success, as there are really talented. We have really
great bands but it’s often a problem that the bands only play in France
etc. For that we can praise Bloody Sign who often plays abroad and
even in some for countries and do that since a long time now (I think
they are more known in foreign countries than in France).

As you’re a lot into Heavy Metal is there any plan to sign Lonewolf for
releasing their “Made In Hell” album on LP or perhaps future releases ? 
We’d like to release this one on LP. We are not really fan of the licence
thing as we prefer to have the band on the label you know, but for real-
ly great album and when we have the opportunity why not (“Made In
Hell” is a great album), like the ADX’s “Division Blindée”. It’s the guy
from Bernett records who asked us if we were interested, we listen to
the promo and waw what a tremendous return. So yes, we are proud to
have released this one. Let’s keep on Lonewolf we are really fan till
day one (euh day two in fact as I discover this band with the auto pro-
duction version of “March Into The Arena” ), they played at Long Live



Metal- Chapter 2, they will appeared on the LP “LLM Acte Premier”
and we would say if we have some more money we’d like to ask them
and Eat Metal (Greece) to released “Made In Hell” on the LP format !

How do you see the come back of many 80’s French combos such as ADX, H
Bomb, Trust, Blaspheme, etc… ? Do you sometimes feel nostalgic of the 80’s by
the way ? 
Sometimes it’s great sometimes not. I mean, if the band is still good
why not (Adx, Blaspheme, Demon Eyes, Excalibur were and are still
very good); sometimes it’s pity (Trust), H-Bomb unfortunately are not
doing any reunion yet ! (as far as I’m convened). Yes of course, I’m
sometimes a bit nostalgic about those great years (not you ?) (yeah of
corpse, how can it be otherwise as the 80’s were the most exiting Metal
years ever !!-ed) But, you know we don’t live in the past. If a day
comes that we don’t feel excited about any new bands, I think that day
we will be too old for Metal. Even if nowadays we listen to most old
bands or new bands doing old stuff (old styled Metal). (you know what
i mean ?) (sure, it’s the same here !!! ed)
In conclusion : I have to say that this year Headbangers Open Air
(Germany) was one of the best festival in my all Metal life (along with
Heavy Sound Festival’85 Belgium), so you know all is possible.

You’ve organised Long Live The Loud Festival for two years now. How did
you come with such an idea as there’re plenty of Heavy Metal festivals in
Germany now ? How was the first edition and is there a plan for a third one ? 
Not long live the loud (great album btw) but LONG LIVE METAL !!!
(heheh fuck a little mistake and I’m too must fan of Exciter ahah-ed).
Why in Germany, Greece, or Holland and not in
France !??! LLM1 was a
great festival in terms of
quality (Necrodeath cult
Italian Thrash along with 6
French bands : Adx, Aywarn,
Demon Eyes -old and new
French Heavy Metal-, more
extreme bands -Nirnaeth, Lord-
) and one more Doom (Rising
Dust), it was great with some
people coming from southwest
France (Hello to them !). A third
one ? We think about it if we
find another venue. We have
some bands in mind already.

How would you analyse the Heavy
Metal evolution between 1985 and
today ? What do you think of the actual
new wave of Heavy Metal and combos
such as Portrait, Fuelled By Fire, Enforcer, Lonewolf and so on ? 
Nath: I wasn't there at the time ('85), I mean I wasn't into Metal (the
only band I have known at the time was Trust ah ah). But since '93, I
know a lot from the '80's cause Laurent is always talking about '83, '84',
'85. For him the best years in Metal.  I think Heavy Metal bands at the
time were great in France (H-Bomb, the best for me, and all the oth-
ers...) and for example the German scene was great with bands like
Running Wild,Grave Digger...
Now I think the musicians are better in the playing, more technical
generally...and sometimes they are really young (In Solitude from
Sweden, the singer was fifteen the first time we saw them in Holland
and his musical knowledge was incredible !!!); the same goes to the
Malediction guys very precise and technical (guitar/vocal). (I can't
agree with that if we consider the potential of combos such as Metallica
or Entombed during their early recording, they were hardly 15 -ed). I
really LOVE these new Heavy Metal bands like RAM (Sweden),
Malediction (France) or Enforcer (Sweden).
Laurent: What a great question hé hé. For me a simplistic vision is :
before '83,it was mainly Hard Rock, from '83 to '86 : Heavy Metal,
Speed and Thrash, from '86 to '88 was mainly Thrash and '88 to '91
was Death Metal (Autopsy). After that for some years I listen to a lot of

Black Metal (from '92 to 95/96). I've always listened to all Metal genre
but this is the big musical direction of my listening, I think. Since a few
years now, it's strange (perhaps it's because I'm getting older or because
the old school was really better ? It's always a big discussion subject
with lots of my Metal friends...) but I mostly return to my musical roots
mainly US Metal from the '80s (early Fates Warning, Omen, Savage
Grace I can talk for years if you want) or listen to new bands playing
like in the '80's. I really love'em and I think they can save the Metal
(like PileDriver said "Je suis ici pour sauver le Métal", with his typical
Quebec accent !) because they get the point, they "understand" what
Metal means. Swedish bands for example (all of these came to our
Scandinavian Metal Attack),like Portrait, Enforcer, In Solitude,
Helvetets Port, Ram know very well the Metal history and very impor-
tant for me, they are METAL fans at first. You know from Aria to
Black Widow, from Demon Eyes to Syron Vanes, they are incredible
and I LOVE that.
In the '90s, there was shit everywhere (each year has its uninspired
combos, and 90's weren't worst than other times if you ask me-ed) and
also a beginning of return to the old school in reaction perhaps; little by
little I'm getting tired of all this shitty Black Metal bands; even Death
Metal was boring and we returned to our Mercyful Fate/Dark
Angel/High Power etc...
So now I listen to the whole METAL genre, all that is real (from Hard
Rock to Black Metal) but 75% is HeavyMetal / Speed Metal / Old
school Thrash you know. I don't want to monopolise your zine so I will

end here but I'd like to talk longer with you
another time, another day...

What are the future plans for the label ? Will you
publish video of the Long Loud Festival ? Are there
plans for videos or other media that CD/vinyl
through EMANES METAL Records ? 
Future plans : we only want to do what we
like ! Underground and real Metal music for
real lovers of that style. At the time of print-
ing (October) we are in the process to
release MLP of Serpent Saints great new-
comer from Denmark and go visiting them
at the Danish fest (the revenge of Danish
Heavy Metal, think of Mercyfull Fate,
Evil...). Video/DVD : we don’t think
about it but who knows (never say
never).We don’t think about other media
than LP (and CD’s) for EMR, no we
think most about patches, buttons, and

posters ahahaha….

What do you think of the media evolution ? I mean tapes have nearly disap-
peared, vinyls aren’t as strong as in the 80’s and CDs suffer from MP3 and
excessive downloads ? 
I think that the CD will be dead (or nearly) in a few years (MP3, Ipod,
download will kill CDs). Vinyls will always be there and perhaps a lit-
tle more stronger in the future cause real people in Metal will always
buy vinyls and the pussies will download the new KORN alike
music…

Thanks a lot for the answers, the last question : how do you see EMANES
METAL Records in 5 years ? 
Thanks again to you, Eric, we really appreciate, that Franang has an
interest in what we try to do (you’re welcome-ed). In 5 years, we hope
that EMANES METAL records will still releasing some LPs, meeting
great bands and human being and bang their fucking head still the
end…

Contacts:emanesmetalrecords@orange.fr
www.myspace.com/emanesmetalrecords (visit our mailorder/distro)

Thank you for support!!!


